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In the course of market relations’ development the demand for 
new economic and mathematical tool formation has appeared for both 
analysis of economical dynamics and a strategy generation of economic 
process management. The robust algorithm of ellipsoidal state estimation 
of dynamic systems is applied to search for the solution to the current 
economical situation.

Let the evolution of discrete dynamic system and its measuring 
line are described by equations

 xk+1 = Akxk + fk(uk), (1)

 yk = hk
Txk + ξk. (2)

Here k = 0, 1, …— discrete time; xk — n-dimensional state 
vector inaccessible to immediate change, xk ∈ Rn; Rn — n-dimensional 
substantial Euclidean space; uk — known control vector, uk∈ Rm, m ≤ n; 
yk — vector of observed signals, which are the results of measuring of 
outcome of object hk

Txk, deadened by action of additive disturbance ξk, 
yk

T = (y1k,…,ymk), ξk
T =(ξ1k,…, ξmk); T — transposition operation symbol; 

  
 
Ak and hk

T= 
 

 – known n×n and m×n order matrixes accordingly, det 
 
 
Ak ≠ 0 ∀k = 0, 1,…, hik ∈ Rn; fk(uk) — given n-dimensional function. It is 
assumed that disturbance ξk satisfies component or standard constraint:
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 ξik
2 ≤ cip

2, i = 1,…, m, k = 0, 1, …; (3)

 (ξik – ξi,k-1)
2 ≤ cir

2, i = 1,…, m, k = 1, 2, …; (4)

 ξk
Tξk ≤ cp

2, k = 0, 1, …; (5)

 (ξk – ξk-1)
T(ξk – ξk-1) ≤ cr

2, k = 1, 2, …, (6)

where cip,ci, cir, cr — given constants.
Assumed that the results of current measuring yk, k = 0, 1, …, 

are known, there is a problem of ellipsoid estimation of unknown state 
vector xk 

 xk ∈ E[ , Hk] = Ek, (7)

where E[ , Hk] ={x: σ(x, ,Hk) ≤ 1}, σ(x, ,Hk) = (x -  )THk
-1(x -  ), 

  — ellipsoid centre, Hk = Hk
T > 0. The characteristic of prior ellipsoid 

 , Hk when k = 0 is considered to be given.
From equalizations (1), (2) we have

 ξk = yk - hk
Txk, (8)

 ξk-1 = yk-1 - hk-1
Txk-1. (9)

Having used equalization (1), from (8) and (9) we found

 ξk - ξk-1 = zk- rk
Txk, (10)

where
zk=(z1k,…,zmk)

T= yk - yk-1 – hk-1
TAk-1

-1fk-1(uk-1), rk
T= =hk

T-hk-1
TAk-1

-1.

Let ζk = ξk - ξk-1, relation (10) can be represented as additional 
measuring line of system (1)
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 zk=rk
Txk+ ζk, (11)

where disturbance ζk = (ζ1k, …, ζmk)
T satisfies component or standard 

constraint

 ζik
2 ≤ cir

2, i = 1,…, m, k = 1, 2, …, (12)

 ζk
Tζk ≤ cr

2, k = 0, 1, …, (13)

Let us study component-wise constraint of disturbance. There are 
sets

 Sip(xk) = {xk: (yik – hip
Txk)

2≤cip
2, k = 0, 1,…, i =1, …m}, (14)

 Sir(xk) = {xk: (zik – rik
Txk)

2≤cir
2, k = 1, 2,…, i =1, …m}, (15)

Relations (14), (15) define in phase space of system (1), (2) sets 
Sip(xk) and Sir(xk) of systems states which are compatible with the results 
of measuring. These sets are 2m hyperbands each of that is restricted by 
two parallel hyperplanes yik-hik

Txk=±cir, i =1, …m.
Apparently, inclusion xk ∈ D(xk) is true for unknown state vec-

tor xk of system (1), (2), where D(xk) is 2m hyperbands intersection of 
sets (14), (15). Also, according to assumption, inclusion (7) is satisfied. 
Therefore intersection xk ∈ E[ ] is also satisfied, where E[ ] is 
ellipsoid like (7), when D(xk)∩E[ ]⊂ E[ ] is true. For building 
ellipsoid E[ ] is reasonable to use robust algorithm of successive 
building of 2m ellipsoids, which contain intersection of ellipsoids and 
Sip(xk), i = 1, …m и Sir(xk), i = m+1, …, 2m. These ellipsoids can be 
built according to minimum criterion of determinant (many- ellipsoid 
dimensional volume) or track of congruent matrixes  ,   . 
Estimative ellipsoid  ˆ , for which inclusion xk+1 ∈  ˆ  
is satisfied, where xk+1 is unknown state vector of system (1), (2), is di-
rect image of ellipsoid E[ ] which is linear mapped under equation 
(1). Ellipsoid  ˆ  centre and matrix are defined by relations
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 ˆ ,  .
In case (4) disturbance ξk and the speed of its changing according 

to system (1), (2) states sets, which are compatible with the results of 
measuring, are restricting by relations 

 Sp(xk)={xk:(yk – hk
Txk)

T(yk – hk
Txk)≤cp

2, (16)

 Sr(xk)={xk:(zk – rk
Txk)

T(zk – rk
Txk)≤cr

2. (17)

These sets are cylinders in phase space Rn of system (1), 
(2). For its unknown state vector the inclusion xk∈D(xk) is satisfied, 
where D(xk)=Sp(xk)∩Sr(xk). In accordance with the fact that condition 
(7) is met inclusion xk∈D(xk)∩E[ ] follows directly. Therefore 
estimating ellipsoid, which securely contains unknown vector xk, 
can be built with the help of intersection ellipsoidal approximation of 
E[ ] and set Sp(xk) and then intersection approximation of derived 
ellipsoid and set Sr(xk). Also, system (1), (2) state vector estimation 
boils down to building of parametric ellipsoid family   
and   like (7), which contain intersections 
E[ ]∩Sp(xk) and  ∩Sr(xk) accordingly, where ν ≥ 0, 
τ ≥ 0 –  family parameters. Estimating ellipsoid center  ˆ  and matrix 
Hk+1, for which inclusion xk+1∈ ˆ  is satisfied surely, are defined 
by relations  ˆ , . Robust 
algorithm of construction of ellipsoid family   is of the 
form

  ,  (18)

  , (19)

  . (20)

Here ek=hk
THkhk,  x ,   
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Im – unity m×m order matrix, βk∈(0,1) and αk >0 – algorithm pa-
rameters. The centre   and the matrix   of ellipsoid 
 ⊃ ⊃Sr(xk) is calculating according 
to formulas (16) – (18) by replacement in their right parts variables ν, 
 , Hk, cp and  x  by variables τ,  ,  , cr and 
  accordingly.

The algorithm parameters verification is used for model 

Figure 1 – Determinant det H10  α dependence diagram

Figure 2 – Determinant det H10  β dependence diagram
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optimization. The determinant det Hk is fixed on step 10. Initial value 
α = 0.1 varies from 0.07 to 0.11 with fixed lead 0.002, β = 0.1 varies 
from 0.08 to 0.12 with fixed lead 0.002. There is a determinant det H10 
variation caused by α and β diagram in the fig. 1-2.

The direct connection can be observed from fig.1-2. Therefore, α 
and β should be chosen as minimum. 

Ellipsoid family parameter ν = 0.1 varies from 0.09 to 0.13 with 
fixed lead 0.002. There is a determinant det H10 variation caused by ν 
diagram in the fig. 3.

Figure 3 – Determinant det H10  ν  dependence diagram

Figure 4 – Determinant det H10  р2 dependence diagram
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The indirect connection can be observed from fig. 3. Therefore, 
the bigger ν, the smaller determinant det H10.

The control vector uk parameter р2 influence on determinant det 
Hk is also studied. Initial value р2 = 0.5 varies from 1.9 to 2.9 with fixed 
lead 0.1. There is a determinant det H10 variation caused by р2 diagram in 
the fig. 4.

Judging from pic. 4, it could be seen that when р2 increases deter-
minant det H10 decreases at first, then possesses the minimum value at the 
figure of 2.6, and then increases dramatically. However, when при р2 = 
2.5 determinant det Hk possesses the minimum value on the step 12, then 
starts growing. Therefore, the best value is р2 = 2.4, where determinant 
det H10 possesses the value 7.364 at initial algorithm parameters. Current 
dependence can be observed starting from the step 9, as at previous steps 
the algorithm is inadequate and when р2 decreases determinant det Hk 
keeps on decreasing.
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